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MAROON 5



INTRODUCING THE FIRST FULL RANGE RESPONSE AMBIENT IEM



For the live performer who doesn't just want to

hear everything on stage, he needs to FEEL it!

The Ambient FR is the first full range

response ambient IEM that offers the proper

level of attenuation without shrinking the

frequency range.

Featuring balanced bass tuned for no low end

loss, so you get the connection with the audience

you so desperately desire while hearing the

best audio on the planet.

FEATURING



www.jhaudio.com/product/ambient-fr | ©2014 Jerry Harvey Audio
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INTERVIEW MAROON 5’S

JAMES VALENTINE
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20



S T UFF TOO C OOL FOR SC H OOL



SMOOVE SONICS



M P G AWA R D S



Headliner gets slushy in Swedish Lapland

as Tim Lanhart reveals the secret

ingredients of an ICEtrument.



Michael Hamilton has multi-tasking down

to a fine art in his role of musical director

for Tinie Tempah.



Headliner shares a memorable night on

London’s South Bank with the cream of

the crop in producer world.
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16



SWIVEL ON T H IS



A HO LY E C L E C TI C M I X



New York-based songwriter and producer,

Jordan Young, voices his opinion on this

year’s controversial Grammy Awards.



How many choirs do you know that have

shared a stage with Bono, The Edge, and

Kylie? Meet the Soweto Gospel Choir.
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18



A .D AY IN T H E L IF E



SW E E T DRE A M S &amp; F LYI N G M A C HI N E S



Adam Day gives an insight into a typical

day on the road with some of the world’s

greatest guitarists.



Jerry Gilbert takes a ride in Led Zep’s

Starship with Elton John, Stevie Wonder...

And Linda Lovelace!
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MIXING MAROON 5

Maroon 5 are living proof that

hard work does pay dividends. 12

years of touring has resulted in more

than 10 million record sales, and it’s

been a team effort.
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JAMES VALENT INE



CH ARACT ER BU ILD ING



THE G RAMMYS



The Maroon 5 guitarist discusses cool kit,

crappy stereo systems, and the switch from

wedges to in-ear monitors.



A confusing, alcohol-fuelled upbringing, set

Ruby Fenn on a fascinating musical journey

with the Post War Orchestra.



Headliner hits downtown LA for this musical

extravaganza, and is blown away by the

setting, the setup... and Katy Perry!
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T O P H AT S &amp; TALES



MA XEMU M EFFICIENCY



FRIENDLY FIRE



Charming, quirky four-piece, SHEL, reveal

how a ‘hippified’ Colorado upbringing proved

to be the perfect tonic for a life on the road.



Magnus Axelsson’s PAMA Studios is a

multi-purpose musical heaven. The only

problem you might have is finding it!



Two of the leading UK rental houses treat

Paul Watson to a ten-hour lunch in London’s

West End to eat, drink, talk.. and drink.
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H O U S E O F FU N



GRAVIT Y



G RUMPY OLD ROADIE



Acclaimed LA-based remixer, producer,

and DJ, Dave Aud é , says to succeed in this

industry, all you need is love.



Sound Designer, Glenn Freemantle, worked

on arguably the film of 2013; and it’s landed

him a BAFTA and an Academy Award.



Our ranting regular gets stuck on in Central

London, which gives him time to concoct a

cunning plan...



FR O M T H E E D I T O R

January was a big month for Headliner. Our official

launch at NAMM proved to be a real success, and we’d

like to thank everyone for their kind support and well

wishes. It means a lot.

This issue, we report backstage from the 56th annual

Grammy Awards in downtown LA – and talking of

The Grammys, we talk to Maroon 5’s James Valentine

(whose band opened the show) about 12 years of

intense touring, guitar technology, and replicating

hit records on stage.

We also head into London for an entertaining liquid

lunch with two of the UK’s biggest rental houses, find

out what an ICEtrument is, and get a masterclass on

remixing from the world-renowned Dave Aude.

Furthermore, we visit the most difficult to find

studio on the planet, get a lesson in character building

from beautiful British songstress, Ruby Fenn; and an

insight into Tinie Tempah’s thinking process on stage by

his musical director, Michael ‘SmooveGroove’ Hamilton.
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Any Stage. Any Musician. One Monitor.



The revolutionary NEXO 45ºN12 brings all the benefits of line array technology to stage monitoring. Incorporating a

number of groundbreaking technologies, the 45ºN12 provides musicians, contractors and rental companies with a single,

scalable solution to all their monitoring requirements.

Alongside the obvious benefit of a ‘one box’ inventory, the 45ºN12 also delivers extraordinary directivity and consistency

of coverage up to 2.5 metres back, plus very high level before feedback. And if you need more SPL and wider coverage,

just lock cabinets together to create ‘monitor arrays’.



Find out more at www.nexo.fr
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WHAT DO YOU GET IF YOU C R OSS AN IC E SC UL P T O R W I TH A G U I TA R M A K E R ? I C E TR U M E N TS , O F C O U R S E !

HEADLINER TALKS TO IC E M USIC ’ S F OUN DE R , T IM L A N HA R T, A B O U T G I A N T I G LO O S , S O U N DWAV E S , A N D S L U S H . . .

W O RD S PAUL WATS O N PHOTOGRA PHY GRA EME RIC HA RDSON

W H AT EX ACTLY IS AN IC ETRUMENT, THEN?

“ICEtruments are the manifestation of a discussion I had with a guitar maker buddy of

mine some 15 years ago,” says Lanhart, whose

super-cool business is based in Luleå, Swedish Lapland. “I wondered if we could possibly make an instrument out of ice, and how

it would sound; since then, it’s taken up most

of my life!”

After pausing for a second, genuinely considering what I’d say if I met the real Santa, I

ask Tim how it all works. I’d listened to some

SoundCloud recordings of these ICEtruments prior to our chat, and was genuinely

impressed.

“Well, tuning is the toughest thing; we

have to re-tune between every song, so that’s

the biggest focus. The difference in temperature of the player and the instrument causes

a lot of conflict,” he explains. I’m shivering

thinking about it. “For the most part, they’re

made of white ice – a mix of snow and water.

I then take out the slush and use it as a paste,

which then hardens into crystal, so it’s easy to

cut away.”

The ice elements of the ICEtruments take

roughly a week to craft, the wooden parts

quite a bit longer. According to Lanhart, ice

is a good material to work with, as it’s both

flexible and durable. Some elements are

made of very stiff, clear ice, as the two different textures are suited to different parts of

the instruments.

There’s bespoke, and then there’s an ICEtrument. These creations become null and

void, the minute they’re taken out of Ice Music’s venue. Why? Because this venue is no

ordinary venue...

“Our concert hall is a gigantic igloo - one

solid piece of ice, made of snow and water,

like a glacier, really. It’s a double igloo with a

dome on each end where the public sits, and

an opening in the centre,” explains Lanhart.

“Because of its shape, it cycles the sound



waves in an eternity figure of eight; and that’s

part of the whole experience.

“The biggest issue we have is feedback, as

all the walls are made of ice, so there’s nowhere for a sound wave to stop; this is the

same with the inside of the instruments, so I

did away with the sound holes on the guitars,

which cured the problem. With the violins

and cellos, you can’t do that, so I eliminate

it by using transducer mics to amplify them

rather than condensers.”

According to Lanhart, the audience’s

awareness of the venue being “a living thing”

really adds to the experience:

“Like human beings, the venue requires

regular attention - it needs food and water,

basically; and as a result, the artistic element

feels stronger to the public. When there is a

concert, people become absolutely ecstatic,

and I think it’s because the instruments are

made of the same stuff that a person’s made

of. They understand that connection, and

they become quite affected.”

A number of different musical genres are

catered for within these cold walls, from rock

and roll to country, and soft metal to classical;

and although a string of top-end musicians

have graced its stage, any famous acts may

want to get a bit of practice in before they enter the fray:

“To play here, you have to re-learn your

musical abilities; there’s nowhere to hide, and

no time for egos, so you have to be great at

your craft. Some people get it immediately,

and sometimes it takes an hour of playing

before they get a feel for the instrument. You

have to have the courage to step into it, but

the overall quality of our musical expression

is pretty good, I would say.”

The current season of Ice Music concerts will

run until April 2014.

www.isemusic.se



“BECAUSE OF ITS

SHAPE, IT CYCLES THE

SOUNDWAVES IN AN

ETERNIT Y FIGURE OF

EIGHT; AND THAT ’S

PART OF THE WHOLE

EXPERIENCE ”
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LA ST I S S U E’ S column ended with a call to artists to do it themselves, and take inspiration

from Macklemore and Ryan Lewis, who had a

hugely successful year and did it largely on their

own. Interestingly, the duo took home four

Grammys, including the coveted Best New Artist category, as well as three of four in the highly

controversial rap categories, one of which I was

also nominated for my work with Jay-Z on Magna Carta Holy Grail…damn you Macklemore!

But I digress. The controversy began with the internal debate as to whether the Seattle-based group

should even be considered in the rap categories,

as they’d crossed over in a way that opened their

audience far beyond just rap fans. Thankfully, that

debate was settled. Macklemore raps, simple; his

appeal shouldn’t change his genre.

The controversy was fuelled even more with the

massive snub of Kendrick Lamar, who was nominated for seven awards with his album Good Kid

M.A.A.D City. Even Macklemore himself publicly

apologised to Kendrick after the snub.

We hear about these snubs every year, and a lot

of the time it revolves around the rap categories.

Many people claim that the Grammys aren’t an accurate representation of the current landscape of

popular music, but so far, no-one’s come up with a

way to fix it. It’s something I’ve thought about for a

few years now, since Justin Bieber was snubbed in

the Best New Artist category to Esperanza Spalding back in 2011.

So, have the Grammys really lost touch with

contemporary popular culture?

Well, not televising the Best Rap Album category is a huge neglect to the most dominant genre of

music in the last 15 years, but, with respect to the

people who win the awards, you cannot rationally

place the blame solely on NARAS (The National

Academy for Recording Arts &amp; Sciences), the organiser of the Grammys.

As a voting member, you must be a music industry professional with a certain number of credits

on albums that have been commercially released

in the US. The academy asks that all members listen to each album, or only vote on what they’ve

listened to. But the fact is, most don’t have the

time, so if rap isn’t my primary genre, but I see a

crossover act like Macklemore in a category with

other artists and albums I haven’t listened to, odds

are I’m going to just give him my vote. There’s no



“not televising the

Best Rap Album

category is a huge

neglect to the most

dominant genre of music

in the last 15 years”

way to police it.

I’ve heard arguments to change the voting structure, but I don’t see any other viable option. Some

say we should open up voting to the general public,

but that will only end with Justin Bieber winning everything via his army of fans. Others say we should

select a panel of industry experts in all genres to select the winners, but look at how that model works

for professional boxing... No thanks!

Newer, more contemporary genres are largely

produced, written, and recorded by the younger

generation, most of whom don’t have the credits

needed, and probably haven’t even thought about

becoming a member, which results in under-representation, and this has got to change. I’ve been a

voting member for five years now, but most of my

peers are not.

Guys like Jay-Z, Russell Simmons, Diddy, Steve

Stoute - they have the loudest voice, and many of us

will listen. If the younger generation have an equal

voice, we’ll run into less controversies as the voting

populace will be far more informed of which music

was great, and which wasn’t.

You can’t expect change without being part of

the change. While I feel for Kendrick Lamar, I applaud Macklemore and Ryan Lewis for what they’ve

achieved. You don’t crossover without reason,

and these two have certainly earned all the praise

they’ve received.
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H E A D L I N E R Q &amp; A

in that unit, the processing is fast and efficient,

and it sounds great. But at the same time, he’s

also looking and listening to all kinds of other

things. No stone goes unturned.



A.DAY IN

THE LIFE



Is he the same with his guitars?

Absolutely – if he goes into a store and likes a

guitar, he will buy two or three. He loves the

excitement of new gear and what it brings to

the table. He’s been working with Paul Reed

Smith for the last five or six years solid, working on some signature guitars. His latest one

is a semi-hollow, 15-inch wide body style

with all the bells and whistles that Neal likes,

from a Floyd-Rose [tremolo] to a Fernandes

Sustainer, and everything in between. We

have a great relationship with PRS, and Paul

makes great products.

How important are these kinds of working

relationships?

I will tell you this, and I don’t say this to anybody – I am only as strong as my support

team, and the fantastic relationships I’ve built

along the way have been crucial. Whether

it’s Paul Reed Smith, or Karl Winkler at Lectrosonics, who is literally an RF genius, or a



S I NCE TAK ING G U ITAR L E SSONS AT H IGH SC H OOL , A D A M D AY H A S A LWAYS H A D A X E S

I N H AN D – THOU G H TH E Y NOR M A L LY B E LONG TO OTH E R PE O PL E . . . S O W H AT D O E S T H E

RO LE OF G U ITAR TEC H RE A L LY E NTA IL AT TH E H IGH - E ND, W H E N YO U ’ R E LO O K I N G A F T E R

THE LIK E S OF SL A SH, A C D C , A ND J OU R NE Y ’ S NE A L SC H O N ?

Does the role of guitar tech change from

artist to artist, or is there a consistency of

sorts at this level?

There is a consistency, definitely. It obviously

depends if you’re working with one or more

than one artist, but you’re responsible for basically all of their equipment from the ground

up. The first tour I went on was with a buddy

of mine – he taught me guitar when I was at

High School. I was 19, he was 21, and I had

just enough guitar under my belt to go out on

the road, but I was nowhere near as accomplished as I am now. I think you have to kind

of dive in head-first, which is what I did, and

I haven’t done a whole lot of other work in

other avenues since.

You were with Slash for 19 years, and your

current mainstay is Journey’s guitarist,

Neal Schon...

Yeah that’s right; I’ve been looking after Neal

for just over five years now. I actually did part

of the last ACDC tour too, but it’s been pretty

solid with Neal.

I guess it depends on the guitarist’s inventory – but how difficult is the job?

I don’t think it matters how many instruments you’re dealing with, but a broader

array of guitars will certainly provide different challenges. Neal has a lot of wacky stuff,

including seven-, eight-, and nine-string

guitars, so when he uses that kind of kit, you

have to know what’s going on with it.

I know a seven-string adds a low B string,

but I’m lost on the others... Can you

divulge?



[laughs] To be honest, I don’t know if there

is a standard tuning for eight- and nine-string

guitars! Neal will often make up tunings, and

actually it becomes a great writing tool when

you have that kind of ability at your disposal.

What’s a normal day in the life of Adam

Day... If there is such a thing?

[smiles] Well, today I’m in Las Vegas, in rehearsals with Neal’s Santana band, which he

was in during the late ‘70s. We’re recording a

writing and rehearsal session here, where all

the guys are in the room, which is pretty old

school; they’re working out parts, jamming,

and seeing what happens.

That being said, this is more casual for me

than a normal day. Neal can be pretty demanding in what he is looking for and wants,

so we listen to a lot of stuff together, which

is great for everybody, as we learn together

along the way.

I guess if there is a typical day, it’s a live

show. Production will go in about 8am – all



“We did a little

showdown with three

or four wireless

systems, and Slash

preferred Lectrosonics.”

the sound and lights, and so on; and then

us backline guys - guitar techs, drums, keyboards – we go in about 10-10.30am and get



to our gear after the lights and sound are all

in place. We set up the kit, then start maintaining the instruments, getting them to

where they need to be. We’ll work through

the day until around 4-5pm, where the band

come in and soundcheck, and check everything is in place.

We then break for dinner, and hit the stage

again around 9.30 - but 40 minutes prior to

that, I will begin my little tuning evolution,

starting with the guitars, and making sure

they’re all where they need to be at the start

of the show.

You’ve used Lectrosonics wireless systems

for some time on guitars – what do you

need to see in a wireless system to make

the transition from a cable?

Well, for a guitar player, guitar sound and setup is so personalised, but whether it’s a guitar

or a digital signal processor that’s supposed

to be the best for whatever reason, it doesn’t

mean that somebody’s going to like it; and

that goes with wireless systems as well. It really comes down to personal preference.

I know what Lectrosonics does to certain

instruments, and how it reacts, as opposed to

some other units; I was first referred to Lec-



trosonics by Steve Stevens some time ago,

and got Slash involved. We did a little showdown with three or four wireless systems,

and Slash preferred Lectrosonics.

Once again, it all comes down to personal

preference; but to me, it’s a great translation

of a guitar through a cable, and the dynamics

that you may or may not miss.

Is it perfect? Is it identical? I don’t think it is

– not yet; wireless still may be missing some

bandwidth that a cable has, but I know that

players like Neal [Schon] like the wireless

better than the cable because he can boost it

a little bit, you know? There are always different variables and criteria for different artists

as to what they’re looking for.

Have you had any issues with reliability?

I have had zero RF issues with this [Lectrosonics] stuff. We’re using the R400a receivers

and the LMa transmitters, and we haven’t really changed our setup since the days of Slash

and Malcolm Young [ACDC]; Malcolm

might not move around as much as Slash, but

it’s just as demanding a task sonically and reliability-wise, so the system has got to be rock

solid – and it always has been.

Slash would run around stadiums, and we



never had a drop-out once. The only issues

I’ve ever had are operator errors, which are

my fault; absolutely nothing on the Lectrosonics side.

So what is Neal’s setup on the floor?

Well, we’re kind of in-between kit right now,

like we are every couple of years. Neal will

listen to every amp and every pedal on the

market, so it’s not finalised yet. We have just

upgraded to the Axe-Fx II [by Fractal Audio

Systems] digital signal processor though,

which is excellent; there are so many options



number of other people that make me look

better. I consider myself like a general contractor: I can’t do everything, but I can get the

best people in to make sure it’s done properly; and that starts with great relationships.

www.lectrosonics.com

www.prsguitars.com
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